**ABSTRACT**

A heterogeneous UAV-UGV system with adaptable operational procedures/protocols for asset coordination, cooperation, decision-making, efficient communication and processing between its assets, meeting mission objectives is modeled and evaluated experimentally, by simulation and using prototype systems. The research has resulted in i) Development of a processing system for UGVs/UAVs that incorporate on-board processing vision systems using low cost and highly adaptable motherboards meeting strict payload capabilities of miniature aerial vehicles and ground vehicles, including building and testing of four UGVs and one unmanned helicopter that utilize this system; ii) Development of a proposed FPGA based...
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Miniaturized On-Board Processing System for VTOLs and UGVs

A high powered miniaturized and very light-weighted on-board processing system has been designed for Unmanned Vehicles (UVs). It employs safe control of UVs and high power on-board processing while offsetting cost with advanced Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) hardware. It has been implemented and tested experimentally on small unmanned Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) helicopters, as well as on small unmanned ground Radio Controlled (RC) mobile vehicles, custom made and modified for quick and easy deployment (maximum efficiency). This entails efficiency of the platform itself, efficiency of on-board components, and efficiency of the system as a whole – including, but not limited to, sensor and processing system switching between vehicles in minimum time. For the on-board processing system under consideration, the turn around time to ‘un-plug’ it from one vehicle and ‘plug-it-in’ another, is less than 15 minutes!
The central objective is to design and implement an on-board processing system that meets very limited payload capabilities of small UVs, sacrificing minimal computational power and run time, adhering at the same time to the low cost nature of commercial Radio Controlled (RC) equipment. Although on-board processing systems for full scale unmanned (aerial) vehicles is a well researched area, there is still work to be done for small scale UVs.

A major constraint and, at the same time, design requirement of the proposed system is cost effectiveness, at least one order of magnitude less, when compared to other systems with similar capabilities, like the USC AVATAR (Autonomous Vehicle Aerial Tracking and Reconnaissance) system. The overall cost of the proposed on-board processing system as well as the cost of a small / miniature platform like the RAPTOR 90 SE, Joker Electric, TREX Micro Electric helicopters, or custom made E-MAXX RC Truck ground mobile platforms fully loaded with sensors, does not exceed $15K! Thus, the unmanned vehicles’ overall potential is increased due to its “use-n-lose” ability, which allows for dull, dirty and dangerous deployment missions without the need for recovery.

Unmanned vehicles specifically designed for quick and easy deployment require maximum efficiency. This entails efficiency of the platform itself, efficiency of on-board components, and efficiency of the system as a whole – including, but not limited to, sensor and processing system switching between vehicles in minimum time. As a result, this allows individual resources to share components, stretching overall resources without jeopardizing response time or effectiveness. This ‘enhanced ability’ has served as one reference point for the designed on-board processing system; the turn around time to ‘un-plug’ it from one vehicle and ‘plug-it-in’ another, is less than 15 minutes!

Performed experiments with small helicopters have revealed realistic payload limitations are around 8.5 pound for a typical small UV platform like the RAPTOR 70 & 90 SE, creating major restrictions on devices placed on-board the platform. This limitation is the main justification for alternative solutions like off-board processing, where UVs are typically equipped with only lightweight cameras and transmitters. Transmitted data is then used by ground processing systems to perform all necessary computations. This transmitted data, however, introduces both noise and data loss to the processing system due to limitations of wireless communication. Transmitted video is commonly littered with static and color rearrangements and it is typical to observe complete video dropout due to lost communication or bandwidth limitations. Wireless transmission also entails serious security issues with transmitted data being maliciously damaged or stolen. Software encryption only adds to computational demands, and hardware encryption taxes the already limited payload of the platform. Hence, the preference to on-board processing is well justified.

The hardware components of the on-board processing system consist of:

- 2.0 GHz Pentium Processor mounted on a mini - ITX motherboard;
- Sony Block Camera (two used on UGV for stereo vision);
- Microstrain 3DM-G IMU;
- 2 Gigs 333 MHz RAM;
- 4 channel Frame Graber;
- Superstar-2 GPS receiver;
- Servo controller / Safety switch;
- 120 W Power Supply;
- 11.1 V LiPo Battery;
- 802.11B/G Mini-PCI wireless card.

This particular hardware configuration has been chosen because of its high computational capabilities, low power consumption, multiple I/O ports, size, low heat emission and cost. This on-board system is packaged into a 23 cm x 18 cm x 6 cm plywood box. Its total weight is less than 3 pounds! This ‘box’ is easily mounted in multiple configurations depending on the desired platform. For small helicopters, the slim design of the enclosure allows for mountings that minimally affect the center of gravity (CG) of the unmanned aerial vehicle. The box is coated with EM foil. Plywood has been chosen for the enclosure due to its lightweight nature and its lack of electrical conductance.

The on-board the helicopter camera is mounted on a pan/tilt mechanism. Several variations of the pan/tilt have been designed and tested, all of which are controlled by two pulse width modulation (PWM) servos, allowing for control of widely varying pan/tilts without hardware modifications. Servo commands are issued by the Servo/Safety switch located within the enclosure. The main purpose of the Servo/Safety switch is to account for manual takeover in the event the vehicle becomes unstable under computer control.

A custom designed breakout board allows interfacing with the Servo/Safety switch. This has been preferred over a breakout cable to limit unused wires in the on-board system. The interface allows for nine PWM inputs, one of which must be the manual/computer designator switch, and nine PWM outputs from the Servo/Safety switch. The breakout board also allows the Servo/Safety switch to be powered by the mini-ITX power supply, or a separate power source, adding for some level of safety in case the mini-ITX power supply or power source fail during flight. The breakout board has both a regulated 5V and unregulated 12V output to allow powering of external sensors. To satisfy the need for orientation data required by many software algorithms, a Microstrain 3-DMG has been mounted on the platform. This device gives the on-board system access to the current orientation of the platform at up to 100 Hz. The sensor is capable of sending both raw and gyro stabilized data and can return Euler angles, Quaternion vectors, roll rates, accelerations, and magnetic direction.

Power for the on-board system is supplied via the 11.1V 4.2 Ah Lithium Polymer (LiPo) battery. LiPo batteries have been selected due to their high power to weight ratio, small packaging, and wide operating temperatures. Power distribution is controlled by the 120 Watt ATX power supply. The power supply plugs directly into the motherboard, adding nothing to the physical dimensions of the on-board system.

The median for all peripherals of the on-board system is a G5M100-N motherboard. This Pentium M ITX motherboard provides multiple I/O interfaces, RAM, and CPU on a single board. The ITX board has a distinct advantage over typical PC-104 boards that typically require distinct boards for processor, RAM, power, interfaces, etc. The ITX motherboard also accounts for a multitude of sensor suites and I/O devices to be added and removed from the on-board system with virtually no modification of the overall design due to low level integration of I/O ports. The ITX form motherboard also allows for an extremely thin designed enclosure where PC-104 boards are typically limited to a stack type configuration.
The on-board processing system is designed to receive GPS coordinates via the Superstar-2 5 Hz GPS receiver located within the enclosure and the externally mounted passive antenna.

Communications with the on-board system is handled via the 802.11 B/G Pro 2200 Mini-PCI wireless card that interfaces directly with the motherboard via the supported Mini-PCI slot. To support extended range, this card is wired to an external whip antenna mounted vertically to the front of the enclosure.

The remaining hardware consists of two serial to USB adapters which allow for communication with the GPS receiver and safety switch.

Several key requirements have been considered and identified before selecting the OS, including RS-232, USB, Mini-PCI device support, as well as installations requiring less than 500 Megabytes. These requirements have been based not only on current needs but also on the desire to adhere to future unforeseen modifications or add-ons.

One item neglected or overlooked intentionally so far is that the on-board processing system does not include any permanent storage. All software is stored on a USB stick plugged in externally when the system is booted. During boot, the entire OS is loaded into RAM from where it is accessed throughout the entire mission. After boot is completed, the USB stick is removed. Several issues have supported the decision to use a USB stick for boot: First, the software must be easily accessible and easily modifiable. A USB boot device permits booting from multiple variations of software including different operating systems and custom designed software. This type of boot also supports multiple platforms utilizing varying sensor suites by simply using a different USB stick. Second, on-board components needed to be minimal in both size and weight. Removing on-board storage reduces payload. Third, if the system is “use-n-lose”, this requires that the system software not be accessible to any one who might acquire the vehicle after it is “lost”. The vehicle’s lack of on-board storage, by definition, meets this requirement.

To adhere to the OS requirements the Slackware 10.2 installation of Linux has been chosen. This installation provides support for all currently required hardware as well as support for low level customization during installation. Specifically, it provides the ability to remove all unnecessary content (graphics, printing, etc.) from the OS allowing for a very small installation, less than 100 Megabytes, compressed. All previously mentioned OS customizations are done during installation and have added only about three minutes to the standard installation procedure. This system is also being tested with a 2.6.9 Real Time Linux kernel, to allow for future support of hard real-time software.

Four RC-truck ground vehicles and one helicopter have been built and tested.

**Autopilot**

While the miniaturized on-board processing system presented in the previous section has proven extremely effective, future improvement to the designed system has been considered. Vehicle payload limitations, power consumption and requirements, cost-effectiveness and available ‘space’ on the unmanned vehicle must be looked at. In addition real-time control requires very strict and fixed timing for stability purposes. Because of this, it was determined that the embedded system approach in designing an autopilot could be utilized in order to compliment the on-board computing system in
addition to a stand alone processing system suitable for micro-air vehicles with very small payload capacities.

An initial design was developed that will provide a novel processing platform for unmanned systems. The design is fully integrated with MATLAB/Simulink allowing for both simplified high level programming and hardware-in-the-loop capabilities, and provides a flexible FPGA based platform that maximizes parallel processing and allows for analog signal conditioning that can be modified through digital communication from FPGA processor.

**Swarm Formation**

The main objective of this work is to derive a simple method for robot swarm formation control as a whole. The desired control function characteristics are set as follows:

- Scalable, applicable to different size swarms
- Computationally efficient
- Supporting different (not fixed) formations
- Supporting centralized and decentralized formation control
- Homogeneous and heterogeneous swarms
- Expandable to aerial/ground vehicle swarms

A novel technique was developed for organizing swarms of robots into formation utilizing artificial potential fields generated from normal and sigmoid functions. These functions construct the surface swarm members travel on, controlling the overall swarm geometry and the individual member spacing. Limiting functions are defined to provide tighter swarm control by modifying and adjusting a set of control variables forcing the swarm to behave according to set constraints, formation and member spacing. The swarm function and limiting functions are combined to control swarm formation, orientation, and swarm movement as a whole. Parameters are chosen based on desired formation as well as user defined constraints. This approach compared to others, is simple, computationally efficient, scales well to different swarm sizes, to heterogeneous systems, and to both centralized and decentralized swarm models.

This technique was tested in both simulation and on hardware for a line and an ellipse formation with excellent results. The simulations were run in Simulink using both particles and a simplified RC-Truck model to represent the robots within the formation. The particles followed the vector fields exactly, allowing for a check of the mathematical implementation, while the robot models more accurately represented the swarm behavior through physical constraints such as limited steering. The swarm formation controller, which is identical for each robot/particle, is programmed in C. Each individual robot’s vector generating controller is implemented as a C MEX S-function with the different control parameters fed in as well as a position vector with member locations. It is important to note, that knowledge of the other member locations are not a necessity except for the dispersion aspect of the swarm. The way the knowledge is shared could be done in numerous ways making a case for both centralized and decentralized robotic systems, but this is not the relevant point of the paper. The robots will hold to the bands of the ellipse regardless of knowledge of each other.
Results include:

- Four particles in a circle/square formation,
- Ten particles in a circle,
- Ten particles in an ellipse,
- Four robots circling a point,
- Four robots in a line,
- Ten robots circling a point,
- Ten robots in a line,
- Ten robots in an ellipse.

Experiments have used Traxxas Emaxx, RC-cars equipped with a custom built computer system. The Emaxx vehicles are Ackerman steered and each is equipped with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) and global positioning system (GPS). The UGVs are controlled via two servo commands, one command to control the speed, and the other the heading. Although each vehicle appears identical, each speed controller is slightly different and was tuned manually. The vector generation code is identical on every robot. The generated vector from is translated into two robot servo commands. A simple broadcast communication model programmed in C is used for information relay and exchange. Each robot shares its position with the other robots for obstacle avoidance purposes only since the robots currently have no other sensing capabilities to avoid collision. The robots were all programmed in C.

Experimental results utilizing four RC-Truck robots in an ellipse formation but with a simulated failure of one robot may be seen at [http://www.csee.usf.edu/USL/Videos/4-robotsfailure.wmv](http://www.csee.usf.edu/USL/Videos/4-robotsfailure.wmv)

**Supervisory Controller for Mobile Robot Team**

This research was initiated in order to develop a supervisory control to oversee a team of mobile robots that are able to work together as an automated system. This is significant in the area of robots utilized in industry where tasks are limited and predetermined but in a dynamic environment that may also be hazardous to human safety. Having a supervisory controller will ensure the interrupted operation of the team in case of robot failures.

A supervisory control model was developed to oversee a team of mobile robots in a warehouse patrolling application. This model was developed using finite state automata as a modeling tool. The supervisory control model is composed of a high level controller and a set of supervisory control modules. The high level controller activates the appropriate supervisor that redistributes the task assignments in the case of resource failures. The set of individual supervisory control modules observe the activities of the robots and only the active supervisor provides control feedback to the robot team. This design accommodates flexibility in tasks assignment, robot cooperation, task prioritization and sequencing to accomplish a set of objectives. The uniqueness in this controller design is that the events associated with the task assignments and completions, and failures and repairs are controlled separately by a hierarchical supervisory control model reducing real-time computational requirements.
MANETs, Ad-Hoc Networks

The purpose of this communication research is to incorporate “Wireless Mobile Ad Hoc Network” (MANET) technology to examine the multi-hoping capabilities. To prove that a group of autonomous aerial and ground vehicles can extend the area of coverage, by relying information from distant sources to the main station through other “routing” vehicles.

A new capability was incorporated to allow the robots to be “connectivity knowledgeable” so they can modify their mobility pattern to make sure they are always connected to the MANET. This was done through using the physical layer such as the energy level of the nodes and the quality of the signals received. With this information was utilized to make a cross layer design-based control layer algorithm that finds and maintains stable links among the mobile nodes and the main controller.

A simple, accurate, and timely end-to-end bandwidth estimation technique for mobile ad hoc networks has been developed by addressing bandwidths random nature and its mean as a function of packet length. Also, this technique offers information such as range on which bandwidth takes values, or a confidence interval for the current mean. It is robust against cross traffic interference, and shows good adaptability, allowing users to choose a compromise of speed and precision.

A Modification of the communication module in the swarming application from all-to-all TCP sessions to UDP sockets where each robot sends the localization data though a unique socket that also receives information from every one.

In this modified version of mobile mesh 1 we corrected some initial bugs that did not allow successful compilation and we included a procedure that allows the user to know the internal routing table from mobile mesh, which is not accessible by default.

The Execution Agent application is running as a service in Linux. It receives requests from the user: a) hello messages that will be answered to show that the robot is active and listening, and b) commands that will be executed in the Linux system. This agent provided feedback about when a command request was received and when the execution ended. It works only with UDP packets.

The Swarm GUI for the robots is a Java-based application that interacts with the robots in three ways: a) send the requests to the Execution Agent in the robots, b) receives and presents the localization packets from the swarming application, so it can show the location of the robots in a relative coordinate system based on GPS coordinates, and c) receives the feedback from the control variables inside the swarming program.

The TestConnections application detects changes in the current trend of the radio signal status and determines when the robot must move to keep the connection alive between the robots.

The Sender Simple has the necessary code and procedures to include in the main application of the swarm to receive the feedback of the control variables to SwarmGUI. Receiver Simple is a light version of the application that will receive all the packets from the feedback and will show them in the standard output of the application.

Several experiments were carried out to demonstrate the multihop capabilities of the network in a cave scenario. Due to the lack of a real cave, we utilized the lab and the building as a cave and located one robot inside the building, another robot in the lab, and a third robot outside the lab. We sent data from the robot inside the building to the one
outside. The sender robot would not have had contact with the one outside the building, which shows the convenience of having the mesh network.

As expected, the communication between the first robot inside the cave and the control unit outside will drop soon after the robot starts going far into the cave. The purpose of this experiment is to find a way of detecting the detriment of the radio signal from the first robot, so more robots can be sent to create a bridge for multihop communication with the units inside the cave. Once the first robot enters into the halls of the building, the radio signal degrades as in a real cave but much worse. In our case, the shape and structure of the building makes the wireless environment very challenging, an environment where the receive signal strength (RSS) presents very high variability at all times. The identification and filtering methods implemented was based on window-based statistical method that calculates the average of the RSS and the 95% confidence intervals of the measurements in the moving window.

In order to experiment with the MMRP protocol, the first two protocols were installed in three laptops configured as the computers running on the robots. The main idea was to assess the performance of the ad hoc network in terms of throughout performance and multi-hop capabilities compared to the point-to-point solution currently in use.

Four scenarios were defined: Indoor, direct line of sight, no obstacles, direct communication; Indoor, no direct line of sight, no static obstacles (people walking), multi-hop communication; Outdoor, direct line of sight, obstacles, multi-hop communication (Configuration A), and, Outdoor, no direct line of sight, no obstacles, multi-hop communication (Configuration B).

The first experiment shows that the MMRP protocol is capable of transmitting video with excellent quality. The multi-hopping scenarios show that the throughput is approximately of 65 packets per second (9 frames per second) when using a 2-hop communication to send data with an acceptable quality in the channel. Even though this throughput is not of the best quality for video purposes, it is perfectly fine for the low data rate transmissions required by our application. Nonetheless, the experiments show that the multi-hopping feature works correctly, which is one of the most important objectives of the project.

Navigation/Localization

Localization in Wireless Sensor Networks

Localization is a key function in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Many applications and internal mechanisms require nodes to know their location. A new probabilistic distributed algorithm was developed for distributed cooperative localization, whose simplicity makes it amenable to self-localization in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), characterized by their restricted resources in energy and computation. The algorithm is inspired in sequential Monte-Carlo estimation techniques, viz. particle filters, which excel in robustness and simplicity for estimation applications. However, particle filters require significant amounts of memory and computational power for managing large numbers of particles. This technique reduces the number of particles, while retaining the convergence, accuracy and simplicity properties, as demonstrated in simulation experiments.
With this technique, WSN nodes are assumed to host range-based measurement devices similar to those available in the Cricket location system. Assuming that each node hosts an ultrasonic transmitter and receiver, it can act as a beacon and a listener, although not at the same time. In the transmitting state, a node broadcasts chirps to neighboring nodes. Listeners compute their distance from the transmitting node and use the position transmitted by the beacon to update their own position estimates. Thus a “chirp” sent by a beacon is composed of an ultrasonic pulse and a short message (wireless packet) containing the location of the beacon and a measure of uncertainty in its own position. The main metric considered is the total amount of chirps broadcast to reach the final localization estimates. Therefore, the main concern is the convergence time of the algorithm measured by the number of chirps. Slower convergence times imply more messages being exchanged. The message complexity of the distributed algorithm employed for localization is essential to assess its impact on the energy consumption and the network lifetime.

MATLAB was utilized to simulate the localization algorithm using MATLAB scripts and functions consisting of only MATLAB primitives. The simulations consist of iterations of a basic step, where a beacon sends a chirp to its neighboring nodes. The nodes are deployed randomly within the field. Beacons that send chirps are picked at random. Nodes within the range of the beacon compute their distance from it and use this reading to update their particles. The computed distance has noise introduced that is assumed to be Gaussian. The simulations demonstrated promising results in establishing this new direction in location estimation techniques in Wireless Sensor Networks.

**Vision Based Depth Estimation and Collision Avoidance**

A novel, simple and efficient method for vision based range measurements with uncalibrated cameras was developed. Required parameters are the image size, the relative distance between two different image frames of the same scene and the field of view of the camera(s). Range measurements acquired using ultrasonic sensors and a vision system have been used to navigate a mobile robot around known colored obstacles in an indoors environment. Both sonar sensors and cameras are activated and they operate simultaneously in parallel to obtain range measurements from common search areas located in the front of the mobile robot.

For implementation purposes, two types of obstacles have been used: Type I with size 50x60x30 cm and Type II with size 40x30x20 cm. Type II obstacles are colored yellow and cannot be detected from ultrasonic sensors because of their height, which is equal to the distance between the ground and the ultrasonic sensors. Type I obstacles cannot be detected from the vision system since they are not yellow. Multicolor obstacles are also used to illustrate capabilities of the approach in identifying different colors at different distances. Experiments have been conducted in an indoor lab environment with several “furniture obstacles” of different shapes, sizes and orientation, and with different lighting conditions. Experimental results confirm that the maximum computational error (as well as the normalized root mean square error) of range measurements using the vision system for obstacles lying at a distance of 27–800 cm
from the robot, is smaller compared to other similar, even more advanced and state-of-the-art existing approaches.

**Multiple Sensor UGV Localization**

A method for localization of unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) that are equipped with multiple sensors was developed and evaluated based on derivation of a fuzzy Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The fuzzy EKF is used to fuse information acquired from the UGV odometer, stereo vision system and laser range finder in order to estimate the vehicle position and orientation. The noise distribution of the multiple sensor readings is identified via a set of Fuzzy Logic (FL) controllers also used to update the measurement covariance matrix of the EKF. Artificial landmarks are recognized by the stereo vision system and distances between the vehicle and the landmarks are computed by both the laser range finder and the stereo vision system. Each FL controller is dedicated to one sensor and its primary function is to adjust the parameters of the sensor readings noise distribution. Range information, odometer measurements and FL controller outputs are inputs to the EKF that estimates the current position of the vehicle. As a case study, experiments with a skid steering mobile robot navigating indoors and outdoors are performed, and obtained experimental results demonstrate that the fuzzy EKF performs better than the EKF in terms of position accuracy. More details and the results are given in “Multiple Sensor Based UGV Localization Using Fuzzy Extended Kalman Filtering”.

**Design of Controllers for Small Unmanned Helicopters**

Small unmanned helicopter controller design is a rather challenging problem due to helicopter complex dynamics features, nonlinearities, gyroscopic effects, inherent instabilities and high degree of coupling among dynamic modes. Controller design is a major challenge that dictates model simplifications and linearization under certain constraints and around specific operating points.

However, small unmanned helicopter design and testing of simple, efficient low-level controllers that guarantee stable performance within a defined operational profile is achievable following small helicopter model simplification and linearization based on small Euler angle approximation and using diagonal dominance to determine conditions suitable to design decentralized controllers.

Initial work involved finding a systematic approach to deriving, testing and comparing simplified controllers using Computer Aided Control System Design (CACSD) tools such as MATLAB / Simulink, to achieve autonomous non-aggressive flights, putting emphasis on hovering/ slow flight patterns was derived. This method was first implemented with decentralized PID controllers, decentralized PID-like Fuzzy Logic controllers, and a centralized LQR controller. A comparison was made between the three types of control. Later work involved designing a Model Predictive Control system. While the previous methods yield good results in simulation, the MPC has the advantage of a higher level of robustness with less control effort.
The starting point is a 13th order state space model, Metler's model, derived for an R-50 helicopter. This model is based on the stabilities derivatives model, a parameterized linearized form of equations of motions where external forces and moments are represented through the derivatives product and the rigid-body vehicle’s states and control inputs. It includes extending the stabilities derivatives model to account for coupled rotor-fuselage dynamics and the stabilizer bar dynamics to improve model fidelity. Partial derivatives of the forces (moments) with respect to the vehicle’s states and with respect to inputs are termed stabilities derivatives and control derivatives, respectively, constituting the parameters of the model. Parameters’ values are extracted from frequency response experiments through identification procedures.

Due to system dynamics’ nonlinearities the state-space system parameters depend on the flight regime. The linear state-space system model describes helicopter dynamics with respect to the body-fixed reference frame for a specific flight regime. Transition from one regime to the next depends on helicopter actual inertial speed in the horizontal plane. Thus, parameters used for hovering/slow flight and cruising represent linearization of the body-fixed reference frame dynamics around two operating points. This model’s main advantage is ability to obtain parameters for additional operating points, allowing for model extension under aggressive flights and for a more accurate description of associated nonlinearities.

Modal decomposition reveals insight information to helicopter instabilities, and diagonal dominance determines the level of coupling between model inputs, dictating under what conditions it is possible to follow a completely decentralized approach to design SISO controllers, sufficient to control the helicopter. Restricting the magnitude of Euler angles to less than 2.5o, diagonal dominances have relatively small values that allow neglecting couplings in the model.

The method followed is used for both inner- and outer- loop controller design. Two types of controllers have been derived following a similar procedure, optimized PD/PID and fuzzy PID-like controllers. Both controllers have been compared to each other and to an LQR MIMO controller for different flight profiles.

The major advantage of this method is the tutorial-like but simplified control design approach with proven justifications of how and when it is possible to follow a completely decentralized design approach to designing SISO controllers achieving desired performance objectives. Additional contributions include simplicity of such SISO controllers when compared to full MIMO designs, easiness of maintaining them, as well as ability of being enhanced in a straightforward way. The novelty lies in its simplicity and generality, as well as in providing insight information and justifications for controller design without affecting performance objectives.

A linear Model Predictive Controller (MPC) was designed and implemented in simulation for waypoint trajectory tracking of a small-scale unmanned helicopter. The controller developed shows a good robustness to parameter uncertainty. This MPC is based in a linear model considering input constraints. States constraints are also easily incorporated. The use of a linear model allows reducing the computational burden associated with the non-convex, nonlinear programming problem, which is generated when the quadratic components of the cost functions are substituted by the nonlinear model.
Main advantages for using/implementing MPC, also called Receding Horizon Predictive Control (RHPC), are:

- Ability to support constrains of variables associated with the control problem under study such as input, output or states variables;
- Its basic formulation may be extended to multivariable plants with almost no modification;
- Intrinsic compensation for dead time and no minimum phase dynamics;
- Ability to use future values of references when they are available, allowing MPC to improve performance in navigation such as waypoint trajectory tracking.

As with the previous control designs, utilizing Computer Aided Control System Design (CACSD) tools such as MATLAB / Simulink was taken into consideration. For that reason MATLAB’s Model Predictive Control Toolbox, which has an interactive GUI, was utilized for interactive design of the controllers. This allows for repeatability of this work by others who may not be experts in the design of MPC.

The MPC controller was compared to the previously designed PID controllers for both an ascending spiral trajectory and a double circle with constant height. Both comparisons indicated a substantial improvement in the performance of the velocity tracking control and a marginal improvement in the position. The variations or changes in control signals of the MPCTT were minimal compared to changes needed in the PID velocity and position controllers. The same trajectory was tracked using the model parameters for the cruise mode. This change of operational mode requires substantial changes in the parameters. The MPCTT was able to track the trajectories with almost no changes. The range of the parameter changes were from 0% to more than 100% for some parameters. This indicates that the MPC is robust to those parameter changes.

Fault Detection

The successful navigation and operation of complex dynamical systems, such as aircraft, spacecraft, UAV, UGV and unmanned undersea vehicles (UUV) is largely dependent on the reliability of sensors providing information for navigation and control. Redundant navigation sensors are often installed for measuring relative and absolute position of the vehicle in order to improve upon the safety and navigation. Among the information coming from the multisensor system, some can be erroneous or faulty. The reason must be either a sensor fault or a temporary inadequacy of the sensor in the operative environment of the dynamical system. The existence of a sensor fault can cause undesired reactions. As a result, on-line fault detection and isolation algorithms play an increasingly important part of the navigation system.

A model-based fault diagnosis system consists of a residual generation module and a residual evaluation module. Residuals are signals that, in the absence of faults deviate from zero only due to modeling uncertainties, with nominal value being zero, or close to zero under actual working conditions. If a fault occurs, residuals deviate from zero and the faulty conditions can be distinguished from the fault free ones.
A sensor fault detection and isolation system was derived and implemented on a UGV with both additive and abrupt sensor faults considered. Structural analysis was applied to the nonlinear model of the UGV and followed to build the residual generation module that is capable of detection single and multiple faults.

Two different residual evaluation solutions have been considered and experimented in real-time: a novel solution based on adaptive/moving threshold test, and a particle filtering-based likelihood ratio decision solution. Performance of both proposed residual evaluation modules were analyzed and compared. It was observed that the two proposed decision modules produced the same fault detection performances. However, the decision module based on the particle filter implementation requires more computational time, therefore, the novel adaptive/moving thresholds decision module may be preferable to use.

Experimental validation and exhaustive tests were done in real-time with both single and multiple faults. The testing was done on a differential drive ATRV-Jr mobile robot platform. The robot sensor suite includes a color camera mounted on a pan/tilt mechanism, Sick planar laser range finder, electronic compass, Garmin 16A GPS, odometers, wireless Ethernet connectivity and Crossbow's IMU 400CC-200, all connected to and integrated with the ATRV-Jr on-board computer (Pentium IV, 3.2GHz, 2GB Memory) through a Rocketport multi serial port card. Three sensors are used to evaluate the FDI system: Garmin 16A GPS, internal odometry and Crossbow's IMU 400CC-200. All experiments have been performed outdoors in an environment with several tall buildings (affecting GPS readings), vegetation and palm trees. The results obtained from the experimentation demonstrate that the FDI system is reliable and robust and easily applicable to different mobile robot platforms.

### Mobile Landing Platform

To increase the Miniature Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) vehicles range, a modified unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) can be used to transport the VTOL to its target area serving as an onsite take-off/landing and possibly refueling base. The gimbaled landing platform design is proposed to level the platform due to the pose (roll, pitch, yaw) of the UGV. To increase UGV endurance, a solar array is observed and solar tracking capabilities for performance maximization are examined. Simulations where carried out to check the validity of the design. The design is generic enough and suitable for many UGV/VTOL vehicles.

The chosen landing platform design is that of a gimbaled landing platform. The gimbal usually consists of 2 or 3 concentric rings that are connected with each other by axes, each of which is driven by an individual motor. As a result each ring can rotate independently of the other, keeping the inner gimbaled platform horizontal and free from vibrations. This is usually achieved with the installation of gyros, which calculate the angles of rotation of the platform, thus providing the necessary information to the motors to counter any movement of the gimbal support.

Based on research data it is possible to lower the ATRV-JR power consumption by about 50%. The reduction would not lower the quality or the number of sensors. By utilizing the landing platform as an alternative power source covered with a photovoltaic
array it is possible to keep the UGV powered when stationary without consuming battery power (weather permitting). The photovoltaic panels are very durable based on their usual uses within extreme weather conditions from snow and ice accumulation to its ability to withstand direct hail impacts. Therefore the array would be capable of supporting the weight of the VTOL and withstand the brute forces influenced during landing. Some considerations that must be posed are how the VTOL can be secured on the landing platform while the UGV is moving. A second consideration is if the VTOL is to be refueled by the UGV (either batteries, fuel or both). Recharging the batteries can be accomplished by taking advantage of using a securing mechanism and using the VTOL’s skids as connectors.

In conclusion the research demonstrated the feasibility of a mobile landing platform for VTOL vehicles. The two-axes gimbaled design is proven to be adequate for ensuring a horizontal landing platform for a VTOL, even during the movement of the UGV. This platform allows a significant increase in the range of operation of miniature VTOLs and as a consequence an expansion in their areas of application. Additionally the design provides the opportunity for on-site energy production from renewable energy sources, thus further increasing the VTOL’s as well as the UGV’s endurance. Another advantage of the gimbaled platform is, that it can rotate around the z-axis that passes through its center and therefore can be used also as a mounting point for a camera, allowing a full 360° view. This latter feature allows tracking of moving objects even when the target object is behind the vehicle or traveling in parallel.

Automated Process for Controller Design, Validation, and Hardware Implementation

A detailed step-by-step approach was developed in order to optimize, standardize, and automate the process of unmanned vehicle controller design, evaluation, validation and verification, followed by actual hardware controller implementation on the vehicle. The proposed approach follows the standard practice to utilize MATLAB/SIMULINK and related toolboxes as the design framework. Controller design in MATLAB/SIMULINK is followed by automatic conversion from MATLAB to code generation and optimization for particular types of processors using Real-Time Workshop, and C to Assembly language conversion to produce assembly code for a target microcontroller. X-Plane is used to verify, validate and optimize controllers before actual testing on an unmanned vehicle and actual implementation on a chip and printed circuit board.

This research has been motivated by the challenge to optimize, standardize, and automate as much as possible the process of unmanned vehicle controller design, evaluation, validation and verification, followed by actual hardware controller implementation on the vehicle. The presented approach is kept as general and generic as possible, so it is applicable to any unmanned vehicle with minor modifications that depend on the specific microcontroller processor and autopilot chip used. However, this paper focuses on and considers as a testbed miniature unmanned vertical take off and landing (VTOL) vehicles with very strict payload limitations and power supply restrictions using off the shelf components.
The rationale behind the attempt to ‘automate’ controller design, evaluation, validation and verification is manyfold; it stems from the central objective to utilize the ‘plug in – plug-out’ concept of mission specific controllers. As such, given that unmanned vehicles in general, and unmanned helicopters in particular, are used in a multitude of applications requiring different controllers and mission profiles, rather than hard coding everything a-priori, it is deemed better to use application specific (low level) and (overall) mission controllers. This becomes more important given that, depending on a specific mission, flight patterns may change following non-aggressive or aggressive modes of operation that dictate different vehicle models (linear, linearized, nonlinear and approximations to linearization). For example, for non-aggressive flights, it is customary to follow a ‘small angle approximation’ that results in all sine and cosine functions being 0 and 1, respectively. Further, controllers are designed using mostly MATLAB/SIMULINK and then implemented separately in code. But when designing controllers in a programming language, changes are often tedious, so deriving a working controller requires not only considerable time, but it is also difficult to modify. In short, there is not a method that introduces a series of concrete steps to convert a controller (such as a PID, PD, Fuzzy Logic or an LQR) from MATLAB to implementation on a microcontroller chip.

The design process is as follows: Controllers are designed using MATLAB; Controllers using SIMULINK; Controllers are validated and verified using X-plane. This process is repeated and controllers are refined until desired results are obtained. Then: Controllers are converted to C code using the MATLAB Real-Time Workshop. The generated C code is for a target microcontroller or DSP chip. Additional validation and verification using X-plane follows, until the generated C code satisfies set requirements. C to Assembly conversion before the controller is implemented on the vehicle.

The validation/verification can be completed with alternative operational steps in which X-Plane may be used to check controllers twice, once (for controller validation after the initial design), or never assuming ‘perfect initial controller design’.

Sample implementations were implemented. These involved the conversion of controllers designed for miniature unmanned helicopters (RAPTOR series) with very strict and limited payload, power, and processing capabilities is presented. The controllers designed followed the PID, Fuzzy Logic and LQR procedure presented previously in this report. Testing using X-Plane and a PID controller was done and demonstrated success. For portability between systems both C code and Java X-Plane communication implementations have been developed. In addition, interactions between landing a small VTOL on an ATRV Jr. have been tested through X-Plane and several of the plug-ins associated with the simulator. While the current version of the X-Plane/SIMULINK communication is applicable to non-predictive time based controllers, the SIMULINK solver has problems with maintaining real-time when the X-Plane SIMULINK block is run with controllers. However, this is not true if the block is run separately, so the problem lies with the SIMULINK solver and socket communication. This problem will be solved in a future version of the X-Plane/SIMULINK communication block through working with Mathworks and perhaps implementing the block as two separate blocks.
Study on Improving Endurance of UGVs

UGV power requirements are mostly determined by the manufacturer for a specific vehicle configuration, ignoring the impact of possible upgrades, the addition of "off-the-shelf" sensors and other custom accessories. Given that a UGV has limited power availability, endurance and range are drastically affected by the on-board sensor suite and other peripherals. This dependence and restriction becomes even worse if and when the UGV needs to serve as the 'base station' and take off/landing platforms for small/miniature VTOL vehicles that require recharging upon landing on the UGV to continue their mission.

Research was conducted to consider restrictions and limitations on runtime and endurance as a function of a custom made vehicle and take off/landing platform, involving the ATRV-Jr. A comparative study was done of currently available battery and fuel cell technologies with respect to use with UGVs. From this research justified recommendations were derived that will improve upon endurance and runtime based on a priori set mission requirements.

This research determined that both the usage of only lead acid batteries and excessive power demand exponentially decreased the battery discharge time. Initial experimental analysis with comparative data suggested that for longer runtimes, it is first recommended to use lower power and more efficient sensors rather than over sizing the battery packs. Low power sensors, a Pentium mobile processor and a 90% efficient power supply may decrease consumption by 45%. The lithium ion technology not only meets the set energy requirements of 25Km/12hr goal with only 15Kg whereas lead acid technology would require more than 72Kg. Use of high energy cells such as VL45E and VL27M would provide the total mission energy demand with approximately one third less weight and volume. On the other hand, a combination of a DMFC (Direct Methanol Fuel Cell) and Li-Ion has an energy density of 105Wh/dm$^3$ and offers a runtime of 18 hours. The proposed DMFC and Li-Ion solution offers a refueling time of just a few minutes where Li-Ion alone requires several hours. Therefore, for outdoor applications such as search and rescue this combination is the most suitable for a design that must consider refueling time, weight, volume and runtime.

Traffic Monitoring

This part is in addition to project objectives, evaluating unmanned helicopters in civilian domains.

Traffic simulation models are used to evaluate complex traffic behaviors and design alternative strategies to improve traffic control, minimize congestion and enlarge / modify traffic networks. They help predict future traffic demand, optimize signal timing and determine the need to improve roadway capacity. Traffic simulation models rely on collecting data from various sources and sensors, and then processing this data to generate study and evaluate traffic patterns and profiles. An integral part of this process includes model modifications and model parameter calibration based on updated data.

The advantage of using small unmanned helicopters to collect visual data is many-fold: helicopters hover over specific areas, can focus on data collection from a
specific link or intersection, can cruise repeatedly over a traffic link/component and they can fly in very low altitudes. They offer a very reliable way of collecting spatial-temporal data. This research capitalizes on small unmanned vertical take off and landing (VTOL) vehicles (helicopters) to collect real-time traffic data from network segments and use this data to generate (mathematical) statistical profiles to improve accuracy, parameter calibration and reliability of traffic simulation models, thus, improving traffic prediction.

For the purpose of traffic statistics, roadways are divided into interstates versus urban networks. In addition an urban network is further divided into links and intersections. The basic reason for differentiating links and intersections is that on links, vehicles interact only with other vehicles. That is, they need to change their behavior depending only on traffic flow or congestion. At intersections, vehicles also need to respond to signals and queue developments.

A method has been developed in which collected video data is incorporated into traffic simulation models improving real-time traffic monitoring and control. This is implemented by converting collected video data into ‘useful traffic measures’ that can be combined to obtain essential statistical profiles for traffic patterns. In essence, traffic parameters such as mean-speed, density, volume, turning ratio, origin-destination matrix, to name a few, may be derived accurately and be used to improve prediction of traffic behavior in real-time. Derived parameters being dynamically updated may serve as inputs to commercial traffic simulation models.

Data was collected using an unmanned helicopter with a fully autonomous pan-tilt vision system with one camera mounted on the helicopter hovering over the intersection of Alumni Dr. and Leroy Collins Drive, on the University of South Florida campus, in the morning hour from 7:00 AM to 8:00 AM. Counts/volumes were extracted and input into Synchro to update the traffic behavior. It can be observed that the traffic follows a certain trend depending on the direction of travel. Since the data is for only one hour (due to limitation of flying time), and cover only one intersection, major deviations in traffic are not noticeable. Though, it has to be pointed out, that this effort is to show that important information can be extracted out from readily available video data. In the future, the flying time and the observable area can be increased massively.